ROUGH OPENING "RO"

TOTAL DIAMETER "DT"

THROAT OPENING "TH"

RUBBER NOISING

TUBULAR PUSH BARS

7/16" SAFETY LAMINATED CLEAR GLASS

1/4" SAFETY LAMINATED GLASS

BREAKAWAY POSITIONS

MODEL # | TOTAL DIAMETER "DT" | INSIDE DIAMETER "D" | ROUGH OPENING "RO" | THROAT OPENING "TW" | OVERALL FRAME HEIGHT "OFH"
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
RD4−100−6 | 74 5/16" | 70 7/8" | 74 15/16" | 46 7/8" | 94 1/2"
RD4−100−7 | 86 1/8" | 82 11/16" | 86 3/4" | 55 1/4" | 94 1/2"
RD4−100−8 | 97 15/16" | 94 1/2" | 98 3/4" | 63 9/16" | 94 1/2"

NOTE: FOR SPECIAL HEIGHT PACKAGES CONTACT FACTORY